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Impressus
MAKE YOUR MARK. Impressus will impress everyone with its palatial sizes and majestic configurations,
and features removable modesty panels for access to power and data.
Above: Enclosed square top. Wood veneer surface with solid wood edge. Wood veneer double wall base with removable modesty panels.
Right: U-shape top. Quartz with eased edge. Wood veneer double wall base with removable modesty panels.
Anodized aluminum tabletop power/USB.
Left: Custom-shape top. Wood veneer surface with solid wood edge. Wood veneer double wall base with removable modesty panels.
Black tabletop power/USB.
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Axis
LEAVE ’EM SPEECHLESS. The center pyramid design of Axis is available in all colors and finishes,
and includes an under-surface support truss that spans the length of the top.
Above: Rectangular top. Back-painted glass top with eased glass edge. Laminate subsurface with 3mm PVC knife edge. Laminate pyramid
base and support truss. Includes optional removable wire access door. Oasis anodized aluminum tabletop power/USB.
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Disch

BEST IN BRASS OR POLISHED CHROME? Take your pick
with Disch, available in many standard and specialty metallic finishes.
Its all-steel construction includes a center-support stretcher.
Above: Boat-shape top. Black Corian with eased edge. Brass metallic base finish
with wire management in-leg. Brass metallic apron includes Cove power/USB.
Right: Rectangular top. Black Corian with eased edge. Polished chrome base finish
with wire management in-leg. Chrome metallic apron includes Cove power/USB.
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Reside

FEEL RIGHT AT HOME. And get the job done with Reside, blending the warmth of wood
with the durability of laminate.
Above: Rectangular and round tops. Laminate with plywood core. Painted knife edge. Solid-wood tapered white-painted bases.
Dekko - Ashley tabletop power/USB. Blue and orange finish detail.
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EADS

INSPIRED BY AN ENGINEERING MARVEL. Named for the world’s first steel-truss
bridge spanning the Mississippi River to connect east and west in the United States, our
Eads is also a designer favorite. Round or rectangular top? Both!
Above: Main Image: Rectangular top. Quartz with eased edge. Copper metallic base finish. Oasis tabletop power/
USB in black finish.
Left: Round top. 108” diameter solid surface with eased edge. Polished chrome base finish wire management in-leg.
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SHINE LIKE A DIAMOND OR
SHIMMER LIKE GOLD.
Kenzo is available in rolled steel drums or
stainless steel tapered panels.
Left: Rectangular top. Back-painted glass top with eased
glass edge. Laminate subsurface with 3mm PVC knife
edge. Polished stainless bases. Polished chrome apron
includes Cove power/USB.
Below left: Round top. Quartz with eased edge. Brass
metallic drum base with optional wire management door.

Kenzo
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Mod-V

CREATE YOUR VIBE WITH VIVID IMAGINATION. Behold our versatile MOD-V collection.
Tubular-steel welded bases are available in straight- or spider-base configurations.
Above: Boat shape with flat ends. Laminate top with solid wood reeded edge. Polished chrome with in-leg wire management. Dekko Intercept pop-up tabletop power/USB/data.
Round top. Laminate top with solid wood reeded edge. Polished chrome spider base.
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Mod-C
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WITH OPTIONS AS FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE! Form a flexibly, configurable meeting room
with MOD-C, available in fixed height with or without casters or incorporated with an optional
flip-top nesting feature.
Above: Rectangular/ Radius tops. Laminate with solid-wood bevel edge. Satin chrome base with hidden casters.
Laminate modesty panel. Interact tabletop power/USB daisy chain.
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Geometry

GO BACK TO BASICS. For
the building blocks of conference
room planning, look no further:
all you need is simple Geometry.
Its durable square or rectangular
design includes double-wall
laminate stretchers.
Rectangular top. Wood veneer surface with
flat solid wood edge. Laminate base with wire
management door. Laminate under surface
stretcher. Oasis black tabletop power/USB/
HDMI.
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Geometry-O

OH MY! Take Geometry to
the next level by adding metal
detailing with Geometry-O. Its
laminate base design includes a
steel-wrapped in-leg feature.
Rectangular top. Wood veneer surface
with flat solid wood edge. Laminate base
with wire management door. Polished
chrome base detail. Laminate under
surface stretcher. Two-sided tabletop
power/USM/data trough and lid.
Black finish.
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LOOK NO FURTHER.
For a clean and stylish statement,
you’ve found your District. Its
multiple-base configurations are
available in cast aluminum.
District series Rectangular top. Laminate with
3mm PVC knife edge. Satin chrome base.
MS2 tabletop power/USB. Black finish.

District
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Drive
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LOOKING FOR A FEW MORE CURVES? It’s only a short Drive away. This series features
cast-aluminum bases available in all standard colors including two-tone columns.
Rectangular top with radius corners. Laminate with 3mm PVC edge. Satin chrome base.
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Provo
HIGH OR LOW, STATIC OR TO GO. Provo comes with height-adjustable base columns
and heavy-duty casters for mobility. Available with solid wood butcher-block tops.
Above: 108” x 54” height-adjustable mobile table with butcher-block top and graphite powdercoat base.
Powered apron with 2x power/2x USB.
84” x 42” bar-height table with white laminate top and yellow powdercoat base.
28

Units include desktop power/USB.
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SEARCH YOUR POCKET.
And you can build your workspace
however you please. Tops are long
or short, divider panels optional
and storage of all sorts!
Left: Four 72” x 24” laminate back-toback tops with acrylic dividers 18” high.
Mobile pedestals with upholstered cushions.
Freestanding mobile screens. Mobile and static
storage units.

Pocket
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Chat

THERE’S A LOT TO TALK ABOUT! Three-inch thick tops
and side panels provide a heavy duty and durable workspace.
Re-enforced steel U-channel offers the option of mobility. Any
size, any height, Chat will fit any space just right.
Above: Two-tone color combination Chat tables static and mobile. Custom built-in
side storage with adjustable shelving. Optional polished chrome foot rails.
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Chat-O

NEED TO CATCH UP IN SMALLER GROUPS? Chat-O comes is all sizes
including an optional media wall. Stand alone or back to back, have a seat or stretch your
sore back. Chat-O offers the feature of electric height-adjustable surfaces.
Above: 72” x 54” wedge tops in seated and standing height with media wall and marker board. 72” x 54” electric
height-adjustable surface with media wall and screen mount. Removable cable-management door.
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GATHER AROUND
AND LET US DISCUSS.
If you need a large space
for your colleague and a
guest, standing height with
a comfortable footrest, Chat
Media would be the best.
Offered in all shapes and
sizes with plenty of leg room.
Electric drums or columns
with table top power or
powered aprons.

Chat Media
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Left: 120” x 48” bullet table with
laminate top and 3mm edge. Two
Chat Media bases with in column
cable management and polished chrome
footrest. 54” x 72” electric adjustable
wedge table with powered apron. 72”
diameter Chat Media meeting table,
electric height-adjustable with
powered apron.
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Grid
PREFER RUSTIC AND RAW?. Here’s a workspace that feels off the Grid. We were asked to design
something like this, so we did! Grid comes with steel bases and modesties available in perforated or wire
patterns. Solid wood top 1 ½” thick in any finish. Divider screens in acrylic or laminate.
Above: 60” x 30” back to back and side to side tables with perforated modesty panels in graphite powder coat. Table-mounted power/
USB units. Custom reception station with rusted panel exterior.
Round top. Laminate top with solid wood reeded edge. Polished chrome spider base.
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Illuminate
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SHINING A LIGHT ON OUR NEWEST
COLLABORATIVE ADDITION. Illuminate is
offered with guitar-pick tops in all sizes and colors.
Steel three-column bases with triangular footrest
option. Available in two-tone color combinations
and in-leg cable management.
Above: 84” x 84” x 84” guitar-pick table with teal powder coat
columns, satin chrome footrest and silver base stretchers. 60”x 30”
oval top with gray powder coat columns, satin chrome footrest and
silver base stretchers.
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Educate
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PATIENCE AND CALM
These attributes guide our
Mentor seminar environment.
Full modesty panels within
arced or linear configurations.
Includes the option of
technology, custom sizing
and stone, veneer or laminate
materials.

Mentor
44

40’ x 24” deep arced and tiered
configuration. Wood-veneer modesty
panels and tops with 3mm wood edge.
Includes USB desktop units, black
finish. Includes dual monitor enclosures.
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Edge

THE LATEST IN LASER-CUT TECHNOLOGY
The Edge series seminar design offers unlimited patterns and designs testing your imagination.
Metal laser-cut modesty panels in hundreds of finishes. Tops available in solid surface, veneer
or standard high-performance laminate.
18’ x 18” deep x three-section seminar room. Laminate surface with laser-cut modesties in silver powder-coat finish.
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Bold

WORK AND PLAY
We would say that large and sturdy tables that move and flip to accommodate any break-time environment
is a Bold endeavor. 60”, round or square all in a single base with a single flip lever.
Image (left) : 60” diameter high-performance laminate table with twin-wheel swivel locking casters. Silver powder-coat finish.
Image (right): 60” x 60” solid surface flip table with concealed casters and center-mount power/USB. Chrome base finish.
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Triumph
FLAPS DOWN, WHEELS DOWN, READY FOR TAKEOFF
Triumph nesting tables will take an 84” diameter table where no one has gone before. The dual-folding mechanism will
clear a standard commercial door on tables 72” to 84” in diameter.

84” diameter dual-folding table with high-performance laminate top. Two release levers per table. Polished chrome base with twin wheel swivel locking casters.
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Mod-C
READY FOR ACTION
The flip-down perforated modesty
panels offer easy access to power,
USB and data with surfaces and
modesties that span up to 96” in
length.
72” x 30” deep tables in high-performance
laminate and 3mm PVC edge. Polished
chrome MOD-C series legs, end mounted.
9” x 72” perforated modesty panels in
powder-coat finish. Includes desktop power/
USB with flip lid. Includes freestanding desk
mounted acrylic divider screens.
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Billboard
STARSTRUCK BY TECHNOLOGY?
Billboard handles any challenge you can throw at it and will impress! Two-tiered flipdown modesty panels can handle laptop docking stations, routers and daisy-chain power.
Lockable for security. Perforated doors for ventilation.
48” x 30” high-performance laminate worksurfaces with 3mm PVC edge. Black powder-coat base and modesty
enclosure. Includes desktop grommet for monitor mount.
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Team
WHEN A CHALLENGE REQUIRES A COMMUNITY EFFORT…
You choose the size and shape, our Team will do the rest. Limitless designs with limitless
options. If you need to fill that challenging space, there are no restrictions with our Team.

240” x 60” deep dog bone shape in wood veneer finish. Includes center technology base support with wire access door.
Includes desktop wire management lids. Includes CPU undersurface mounts and monitor mount grommets.
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Council
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PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
2, 4, 8, 16…32? Council conference tables will be the place you create your
strategy. Private one-on-one meetings to a large executive board meeting, folding
and nesting tables from 54” x 54” to 72” x 96”. Full modesty panels and tops
available in all materials.
54” x 84” flip top with quartz top and veneer modesty paneling. Polished chrome foot. Linked tables
with ganging mechanism.
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DO IT ALL.
Any shape, any size. Mobile or static. Fixed or folding. Available in all colors
and finishes. Custom heights and sizes are standard with Bold.
Bases shown in brass and polished chrome finish. Tops shown in laminate and solid surface.

Bold
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District
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IF YOU WANT SLEEK, YOU’RE IN THE RIGHT PLACE.
Formed aluminum bases in all standard configurations, District tables accommodate all top
sizes from 18” round to 72” square. Single-, double- or four-column base styles available
with or without casters.
Bases shown in polished chrome. Tops shown in white laminate and back-painted glass.
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Drive
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AIM FOR ELEGANCE.
Tapered feet blend into optional multicolored columns. Available in
T style, X style and Y style and in standard or bar table heights. Drive
series tables accommodate all top sizes from 18” round to 72” square and
include laser-cut modesty panel options.
Bases shown in polished chrome and in polished chrome/black powder-coat finish. Tops shown
in standard laminate with PVC edge and PVC knife edge.
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Avenue

TAKE THIS ROUTE IF YOU PREFER A LOW PROFILE.
Solid plate steel bases cut to any size to suit your top of choice. Available in solid steel or with a decorative cover shroud,
Avenue is offered in any height and finish including custom RAL colors.
Bases shown in brass-zone finish. Tops shown solid surface.
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Mod-4
ADD A LITTLE FLAIR IF YOU DARE.
MOD-4 series tables incorporate steel post legs
angled with a 10 degree flair. Available in 3,
4, 6 or 8-leg configurations with unlimited top
shapes and sizes. Chrome, brass, copper and all
RAL powder coat base finishes are standard.
Bases shown in Chrome-zone finish and standard black
powder coat. Tops available in standard or custom finishes.
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Parker
ROUND OUT YOUR NEEDS.
Round solid plate steel bases cut to any size to suit your top of choice. Parker is available in solid steel or
with a decorative cover shroud, and is offered in any height and finish including custom RAL colors.
Bases shown in satin chrome finish. Tops shown in custom Wilsonart finish and PVC edge.
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Trumpet
HERALD A MODERN CLASSIC.
Spun steel spinning welded to steel column, Trumpet bases are available in 15” diameter up to 30” diameter and come
in all finishes including standard and custom. In-leg wire management and adjustable levelers are also easy options.
Bases shown in classic white powder coat. Tops shown in Carrera marble solid surface and standard laminate.
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Affinity

LOOK NO FURTHER.
Affinity offers a flat steel design available in T style and X style. Single-, double- or four-column
bases accommodate all top sizes and are available in any standard finish or custom RAL colors.
Bases shown in satin chrome and RAL finish columns. Tops shown in HP laminate and 3mm PVC edge.
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Occassional
SIMPLY TAKE YOUR PICK.
Whether you’re looking for the lounge or a public space, we have you
covered. Side tables or coffee tables come in all styles, sizes and colors.
Round, oval, square or custom. We offer all top sizes in laminate,
wood veneer, solid surface or quartz. Occasional table bases are
standard in 14”, 16”, 18”, 21” or 24” high. All finishes are available
including custom RAL colors.
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WIN BY GOING BACK TO THE BASICS.
Tried and true, the 2”-diameter tubular steel-base design
can provide a base for any application. Flip or fold, low or
high, static or mobile.
Bases shown in silver powder-coat finish. Tops shown
in laminate woodgrain and PVC edge.

Triumph
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